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Abstract
Detecting frequent items is a fundamental problem in data streaming research. However, in
many applications, besides the frequent items themselves, meta data such as the timestamps
of when the frequent items appeared or other application-specific data that “arrives” with the
frequent items needs to be reported too.
To this end, we introduce the Neighborhood Detection problem in graph streams, which
both accurately models situations such as those stated above, and addresses the fundamental
problem of detecting large neighborhoods or stars in graph streams. In Neighborhood Detection,
an algorithm receives the edges of a bipartite graph G = (A,B,E) with |A| = n and |B| = poly n
in arbitrary order and is given a threshold parameter d. Provided that there is at least one A-
node of degree at least d, the objective is to output a node a ∈ A together with at least d
c
of its
neighbors, where c is the approximation factor.
We show that in insertion-only streams, there is a one-pass O˜(n+n
1
c d) space c-approximation
streaming algorithm, for integral values of c ≥ 2. We complement this result with a lower bound,
showing that computing a (c/1.01)-approximation requires space Ω(n/c2+n
1
c−1 d/c2), for any in-
tegral c ≥ 2, which renders our algorithm optimal for a large range of settings (up to logarithmic
factors). In insertion-deletion (turnstile) streams, we give a one-pass c-approximation algorithm
with space O˜(dn
c2
) (if c ≤ √n). We also prove that this is best possible up to logarithmic factors.
Our insertion-only algorithm combines degree counts with reservoir sampling, while our
insertion-deletion algorithm uses both edge and vertex sampling techniques. Both lower bounds
are obtained by defining new multi-party and two-party communication problems, respectively,
and proving lower bounds on their communication complexities using information theoretic
arguments.
1 Introduction
The streaming model of computation addresses the fundamental issue that modern massive data
sets are too large to fit into the Random-Access Memory (RAM) of modern computers. Typical
examples of such data sets are Internet traffic logs, financial transaction streams, database logs, and
massive graphical data sets, such as the Web graph and social network graphs. A data streaming
algorithm receives its input piece by piece in a linear fashion and has access to only a sublinear
amount of memory. This prevents the algorithm from seeing the input in its entirety at any one
moment.
Detecting heavy hitters or frequent elements is one of the fundamental problems considered in
data streaming research. Given a stream S = s1, s2, . . . , sn of length n with si ∈ [m], for some
integer m, the goal is to identify items in [m] that appear at least ǫn times, for some ǫ > 0. This
problem was first solved by Misra and Gries in 1982 [41] and has since been addressed in countless
research papers (e.g. [15, 38, 23, 40, 19, 35, 9, 11]), culminating in provably optimal algorithms
[10]. However, in many applications, only knowing the frequent items is insufficient, and additional
application-specific data is required. For example:
• Given a database log, a heavy hitters algorithm can be used to detect a frequently updated (or
queried) value in a database. Users, however, that committed these updates (or queries) cannot
be reported by such an algorithm.
• Given a stream of friendship updates in a social network graph, a heavy hitters algorithm can
detect nodes of large degree (e.g., an influencer in a social network). Their neighbors (e.g.,
followers of an influencer), however, cannot be outputted by such an algorithm.
• Given the traffic log of an Internet router logging timestamps, source, and destination IP ad-
dresses of forwarded IP packages, Denial-of-Service attacks can be detected by identifying distinct
heavy hitters, that is, frequent target IP addresses that are requested from many distinct sources
[24]. Here, a (distinct) heavy hitters algorithm only reports frequent target IP addresses and
thus potential machines that were under attack, however, the timestamps of when these attacks
occurred or the various source IP addresses from where the attacks originated remain unknown1.
Applications such as those mentioned above have in common that items in the input stream arrive
together with additional application-specific satellite data. Besides the frequent items themselves,
the satellite data of frequent items also needs to be reported.
To this end, we introduce the Neighborhood Detection problem, which accurately models the
problems mentioned above and addresses the fundamental task of identifying large neighborhoods
or stars in graph streams (see Section 1.1):
Problem 1 (Neighborhood Detection). In Neighborhood Detection(n, d), we are given a bipartite
graph G = (A,B,E) with |A| = n and |B| = polyn, a threshold parameter d, and the promise that
G contains at least one A-vertex of degree at least d. The goal is to output an A-vertex together
with at least d/c of its neighbors, for some c ≥ 1, where c is the approximation factor.
The bipartite nature of the problem definition reflects applications such as the ones mentioned
above, where items correspond to A-vertices, satellite data corresponds to B-vertices, and the
1We remark that in this example knowing the sender IP addresses may unfortunately not always be helpful as
sender IP addresses are often spoofed in Denial-of-Service attacks.
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appearance of an item in the stream corresponds to the insertion of an edge connecting this item
to satellite data, thus forming a stream of the edges of a graph. Observe that this representation
allows us to associate multiple items to the same satellite data. The restriction |B| = polyn is
imposed for convenience as it is reasonable and simplifies the complexity bounds of our algorithms.
Neighborhood Detection is closely related to the task of approximating the largest star in a graph
stream, which is a fundamental problem that deserves attention in its own right:
Problem 2 (Star Detection). Given a general graph G = (V,E), the Star Detection problem consists
of computing the largest star in G, i.e., determining a node of largest degree together with its
neighborhood. A c-approximation algorithm to Star Detection outputs a node together with at least
∆/c of its neighbors, where ∆ is the maximum degree in the input graph.
Star Detection ties in with various works in the streaming literature that address the problem
of approximating certain graph structures, such as large independent sets and cliques [27, 16], and
large matchings (e.g. [26, 34]). We will show that streaming algorithms for Neighborhood Detection
can be used to solve Star Detection.
1.1 Graph Streams
Streaming algorithms for graph problems have been studied for twenty years [29], and a multitude
of graph problems such as matchings, independent sets, graph sparsification, spanners, connectivity,
and different subgraph counting problems have since been addressed in various graph stream models
(see [39] for an excellent survey). The following models are relevant to our work:
1. In insertion-only streams, the input consists of a sequence of the edges of a graph in arbitrary
order. The objective is to design algorithms that make a single pass over the input and use as
little space as possible. Concerning Neighborhood Detection, observe that using space O˜(nd)2
the problem can be solved exactly by storing the first min{deg(a), d} edges incident to every
A-vertex a. Our objective is therefore to obtain algorithms that use space o(nd).
2. In insertion-deletion streams (also known as turnstile or dynamic streams), the input consists
of a sequence of edge insertions and deletions, where edges can only be deleted if they have
previously been inserted, thereby modeling graphs that undergo change. Using l0-sampling
techniques [17, 18], it is possible to sample min{deg(a), d} edges incident to every A-vertex a in
the insertion-deletion model. This also yields a O˜(nd) space algorithm that solves Neighborhood
Detection exactly.
While some graph problems are equally hard to solve in insertion-only and in insertion-deletion
streams (up to poly-log factors in their space complexity), such as Connectivity [1, 42] and Maximum
Independent Set [27], others, such as Maximum Matching [33, 5], require substantially more space
in insertion-deletion streams. Our results show that approximation algorithms for Neighborhood
Detection require substantially more space if deletions are allowed.
It is known that Ω(n) is a natural space barrier for many graph problems in insertion-only
streams [26, 25, 42]. Semi-streaming algorithms [26], i.e., algorithms that use space O(n polylog n),
have therefore received particular attention. We will see that our results yield a O(log n)-approximation
semi-streaming algorithm for Star Detection in insertion-only streams.
2We use O˜, Θ˜ and Ω˜ to mean O,Θ and Ω, respectively, with log factors suppressed.
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1.2 Our Results
In this paper, we give streaming algorithms and space lower bounds for Neighborhood Detection in
both insertion-only and insertion-deletion streams.
In insertion-only streams, for integers c ≥ 2, we give a one-pass c-approximation streaming
algorithm with space O˜(n + n
1
c d) that succeeds with high probability3 (Theorem 3.2). This
algorithm can also be used to obtain a O(log n)-approximation semi-streaming algorithm for Star
Detection (Corollary 3.3). We complement this result with a lower bound, showing that space
Ω(n/c2 + n
1
c−1d/c2) is necessary for every algorithm that computes a c/1.01 approximation, for
every integer c ≥ 2 (Theorems 4.8 and 4.1). Up to poly-logarithmic factors, our algorithm is
thus optimal for every poly-logarithmic c.
In insertion-deletion streams, we give a one-pass c-approximation streaming algorithm with
space O˜(dn
c2
) if c ≤ √n, and space O˜(
√
nd
c ) if c >
√
n that succeeds w.h.p. (Theorem 5.4). This
result yields a O(
√
n)-approximation semi-streaming algorithm for Star Detection (Corollary 5.5).
We complement our algorithm with a lower bound showing that space Ω˜(dnc2 ) is required (Theorem 6.4),
which renders our algorithm optimal (if c ≤ √n) up to poly-logarithmic factors.
1.3 Further Related Work
Neighborhood Detection shares similarities with covering problems such as Set Cover since the node
of largest degree covers most vertices. Almost all streaming algorithms for Set Cover [21, 22, 14, 4,
28, 3] assume that the input stream consists of the sets themselves. One exception is [31], where
an edge-arrival setting is considered, and the input stream consists of a sequence of tuples (i, j)
indicating that element i belongs to set j. Our results show that in this setting it is even impossible
to find or approximate the set that covers most items in a single pass using small space, suggesting
that the edge-arrival setting is strictly harder than the setting where entire sets arrive one by one.
Recently, it was shown that linear sketches are universal for the class of insertion-deletion
streaming algorithms that can handle streams of length Ω(ℓ2), where ℓ is the dimension of the
vector described by the input stream [30] (see also [37, 2])4. A consequence of these results is that
lower bounds for insertion-deletion streaming algorithms can also be proved in the simultaneous
model of communication, where multiple parties each send a message to a referee, who then outputs
the result. This approach has, for example, been used to prove lower bounds forMaximum Matching
in insertion-deletion streams [33, 5]. We note that two-party communication lower bounds such as
the one given in this paper are more general since they also apply to algorithms that rely on short
input streams.
1.4 Outline
We start with an extensive technical overview in Section 2 that summarizes all the results presented
in this paper. In Section 3, we give our algorithm for insertion-only streams, and in Section 4, we
present our lower bound for these streams. Our algorithm for insertion-deletion streams is given in
Section 5, and we conclude with a matching lower bound in Section 6.
3We say that an event occurs with high probability (in short: w.h.p.) if it happens with probability at least 1− 1
n
,
where n is a suitable parameter associated with the input size.
4For graphs on n vertices, the dimension can be as large as Θ(n2) since such a graph may have up to Θ(n2) edges.
The class of relevant algorithms is thus those that can handle streams of length Ω(n4).
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2 Technical Overview
We consider simple bipartite graphs G = (A,B,E) with |A| = n and |B| = m = poly(n). The
maximum degree of an A-node is denoted by ∆. We say that a tuple (a, S) ∈ A×2B is a neighborhood
in G if S ⊆ Γ(a). The size |(a, S)| of (a, S) is defined as |(a, S)| = |S|. Using this terminology, the
objective of Neighborhood Detection is to output a neighborhood of size at least d/c.
Let A be a random variable distributed according to D. The Shannon Entropy of A is denoted
by HD(A), or simply H(A) if the distribution D is clear from the context. The mutual information
of two jointly distributed random variables A,B with distribution D is denoted by ID(A,B) :=
HD(A)−HD(A | B) (again, D may be dropped), where HD(A | B) is the entropy of A conditioned
on B. For an excellent overview on information theory we refer the reader to [20].
2.1 Communication Complexity
We now provide the necessary context on communication complexity (see [36] for more information).
In the one-way p-party communication model, for p ≥ 2, p parties P1, P2, . . . , Pp communicate
with each other to jointly solve a problem. Each party Pi holds their own private input Xi and has
access to both private and public random coins. Communication is one-way: P1 sends a message
M1 to P2, who then sends a message M2 to P3. This process continues until Pp receives a message
Mp−1 from Pp−1 and then outputs the result.
The way the parties interact is specified by a communication protocol Π. We say that Π is an ǫ-
error protocol for a problem Prob if it is correct with probability 1−ǫ on any input (X1,X2, . . . ,Xp)
that is valid for Prob, where the probability is taken over the randomness (both private and public)
used by the protocol. The communication cost of Π is the size of the longest message sent by
any of the parties, that is, max1≤i≤p−1{|Mi|}, where |Mi| is the maximum length of message Mi.
The randomized one-way communication complexity R→ǫ (Prob) of a problem Prob is the minimum
communication cost among all ǫ-error protocols Π.
Let D be any input distribution for a specific problem Prob. The distributional one-way com-
munication complexity of Prob, denoted D→D,ǫ(Prob), is the minimum communication cost among all
deterministic communication protocols for Prob that succeed with probability at least 1− ǫ, where
the probability is taken over the inputs D. In order to prove lower bounds on R→ǫ (Prob), by Yao’s
lemma it is enough to bound the distributional communication complexity for any suitable input
distribution since R→ǫ (Prob) = maxDD→D,ǫ(Prob). In our lower bound arguments we will therefore
consider deterministic protocols with distributional error. This is mainly for convenience as this
allows us to disregard public and private coins. We note however that with additional care about
private and public coins, our arguments also directly apply to randomized protocols.
Our lower bound arguments follow the information complexity paradigm. There are various
definitions of information complexity (e.g. [7, 6, 13]), and for the sake of simplicity we will in
fact omit a precise definition. Information complexity arguments typically measure the amount of
information revealed by a communication protocol about the inputs of the participating parties.
This quantity is a natural lower bound on the total amount of communication, as the amount of
information revealed cannot exceed the number of bits exchanged. We will follow this approach
in that we give lower bounds on quantities of the form ID(Xi : Mj), for some j ≥ i + 1. This
then implies a lower bound on the communication complexity of a specific problem Prob since
ID(Xi : Mj) ≤ HD(Mj) ≤ |Mj | holds for any protocol.
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2.2 Insertion-only Streams
2.2.1 One-pass Streaming Algorithm
Insertion-only streaming algorithms for Neighborhood Detection are faced with the following chal-
lenge: An A-vertex of large degree needs to be detected, and, at the same time, its incident edges
need to be stored. Since, however, we will only know that an A-vertex is of large degree once we
have already seen many of its incident edges, we will necessarily miss some of these. The challenge
is thus to minimize the number of missed edges. We will prove the following theorem:
Theorem 3.2 (restated) Suppose that the input graph G = (A,B,E) contains at least one A-node
of degree at least d. For every integral c ≥ 2, there is a randomized one-pass streaming algorithm that
finds a neighborhood of size dc with probability at least 1− 1n and uses space O(n log n+n
1
c d log2 n) .
For every i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , c − 1}, our algorithm runs the following strategy in parallel: First,
sample uniformly at random Θ(n1/c log n) A-vertices from the set of nodes of degree at least idc
using reservoir sampling [43] combined with degree counts. This sampling process consumes the
first idc edges of every sampled vertex. Then, for every sampled vertex, we store the next d/c of
its incident edges (or fewer in case there are not that many left). In more detail, our algorithm
maintains the degrees of all A-vertices. As soon as the degree of an A-vertex exceeds idc it is inserted
with a suitable probability into a reservoir of size Θ(n1/c log n) (and another vertex may then be
removed from the reservoir), and we then collect up to d/c edges incident to every vertices in the
reservoir.
Concerning space, O(n log n) bits are needed to maintain vertex degrees. As we store at most
d
c edges for every sampled vertex, and we sample overall O(c ·n1/c log n) vertices, we obtain a total
space of O(n log n+ d · n1/c log2 n) (accounting space O(log n) for every edge).
To see why this algorithm succeeds, denote by Ai the set of A-vertices of degree at least i · d/c
and observe that A = A0 ⊇ A1 ⊇ . . . Ac−1. Furthermore, let Si denote the set of sampled vertices
for run i of our algorithm. Observe that Si is a uniform random subset of Ai of size Θ(n
1
c log n).
Consider first the run for i = 0: Then S0 is a uniform random sample of size Θ(n
1/c log n) of all
A-vertices. Observe that if there were Ω(n1−
1
c ) A-vertices of degree at least dc , i.e., |A1| = Ω(n1−
1
c ),
then this run would succeed as S0 contained such a node w.h.p. and d/c incident edges of such
a node would subsequently be stored. However, if this run fails, then we are guaranteed that
there are O(n1−
1
c ) A-vertices of degree at least dc (i.e., |A1| = O(n1−
1
c )). Observe that the run for
i = 1 samples Θ(n1/c log n) vertices from exactly this set of vertices A1. By the same argument
as before, this run would succeed if Ω(n1−
2
c ) of these vertices had in fact a degree of at least 2dc ,
i.e., |A2| = Ω(n1− 2c ). Generalizing, we see that if all runs for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , c − 2} failed, then
run i = c − 1 would succeed if |Ac| = Ω(1) - in fact, parameters are chosen so that we obtain
the condition |Ac| ≥ 1. Since we are guaranteed that there is at least one vertex of degree d, the
inequality |Ac| ≥ 1 indeed holds and run i = c− 1 would therefore succeed if all other runs failed.
2.2.2 Lower Bound for One-pass Streaming Algorithms
Concerning our lower bound for insertion-only streams, observe that if the edges of any graph are
arbitrarily partitioned among k parties, then one of them necessarily holds at least a k-fraction of the
edges incident to an A-node of maximum degree. Computing a k-approximation to Neighborhood
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Detection is thus trivial in any k-party communication setting. Hence, in order to prove a c-
approximation lower bound, the number of parties needs to be larger than c.
Our approach is as follows. We first define a p-party communication problem denoted Bit-
Vector-Learning, and we prove a lower bound on its communication complexity. Then we argue that
a streaming algorithm for Neighborhood Detection implies a communication protocol for Bit-Vector-
Learning, which yields a suitable lower bound.
In Bit-Vector-Learning, the bits of n binary strings of different lengths are partitioned among p
parties, and the last party is required to output at least a p/1.01-fraction of the bits of one of the
n strings. Formally, the problem is defined as follows:
Problem 4 (Bit-Vector Learning(p, n, k) - restated) Let X1 = [n] and for every 2 ≤ i ≤ p, let Xi be
a uniform random subset of Xi−1 of size ni = n
1− i−1
p−1 . Furthermore, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ p and every
1 ≤ j ≤ n, let Y ji ∈ {0, 1}k be a uniform random bit-string if j ∈ Xi, and let Y ji = ǫ (the empty
string) if j /∈ Xi. For j ∈ [n], let Zj = Y j1 ◦Y j2 ◦ · · · ◦Y jp be the bit string obtained by concatenation.
Party i holds Xi and Yi := Y
1
i , . . . , Y
n
i . Communication is one-way and party p needs to output an
index I ∈ [n] and at least 1.01k bits from string ZI .
An instance of Bit-Vector Learning(3, 4, 5) is illustrated in Figure 1.
Alice
X1 = {1, 2, 3, 4}
Y 11 = 10010
Y 21 = 01000
Y 31 = 01011
Y 41 = 01111
Bob
X2 = {1, 4}
Y 12 = 11011
Y 22 = ǫ
Y 32 = ǫ
Y 42 = 01010
Charlie
X3 = {4}
Y 13 = ǫ
Y 23 = ǫ
Y 33 = ǫ
Y 43 = 00011
M1 M2
Figure 1: Example instance of Bit-Vector Learning(3, 4, 5). Charlie needs to output at least 1.01·5 po-
sitions of one of the strings Z1 = 1001011011, Z2 = 01000, Z3 = 01011, or Z4 = 011110101000011.
Observe that even without communication party p already knows a p-fraction of string Zj,
where j is the unique element in Xp. We will show that outputting slightly more than a p-fraction
of one the strings requires a large amount of communication, which constitutes our main result:
Theorem 4.7. (restated) For every ǫ < 0.005, the randomized one-way communication complexity
of Bit-Vector Learning(p, n, k) is bounded as follows:
R→ǫ (Bit-Vector Learning(p, n, k)) = Ω(
kn
1
p−1
p
) .
Bit-Vector-Learning could be solved if any party i ∈ [p − 1] managed to send at least 0.01k bits
of Y ji to party i+ 1, for some j ∈ Xi+1. However, since party i has no knowledge of the set Xi+1,
on an intuitive level they can therefore only guess which of their bits are relevant. The sizes of
the sets X1, . . . ,Xp are however chosen so that many guesses are required, yielding large messages.
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Our key lemma reflecting this intuition is as follows: (we use the notation Y Xii−1 to mean the strings
Y x1i−1, Y
x2
i−1, . . . where x1, x2, . . . are the elements of Xi)
Lemma 4.5. (restated) The following inequality holds:
I(Mi−1 : Y Xii−1 | Xi) ≤
|Mi−1|
n
1
p−1
.
The previous lemma shows that Mi−1 carries only little information about the relevant strings
Y Xii−1. If we wanted party i to learn at least 0.01k bits from any of the bit-strings Y
j
i−1, for some
j ∈ Xi, then a message of size at least n
1
p−1 · 0.01k = Ω(n 1p−1k) would be needed. Since there are
p parties, there are p− 1 possibilities for the parties to learn 0.01k relevant bits. This explains on
an intuitive level why our final lower bound given in Theorem 4.7 is Ω(n
1
p−1 k/p).
The proof of Lemma 4.5 relies on a combination of the chain rule for mutual information and
Baranyai’s theorem concerning the coloring of complete regular hypergraphs [8], which can also be
stated as follows: Let S be the set of all k-subsets of [n], for some k that divides n. Then S can be
partitioned into |S| kn =
(n
k
)
k
n sets S1, S2, . . . such that |Si| = nk and ∪x∈Six = [n] holds for every
i. First, using elementary information theoretic arguments, we rewrite (for justifications of each
individual inequality see the proof in Section 4.4):
I(Mi−1 : Y Xii−1 | Xi) ≤ I(Mi−1 : Y Xii−1 | XiXi−1) (1)
= E
xi−1←Xi−1
E
xi←Xi
I(Mi−1 : Y xii−1 | Xi−1 = xi−1) .
Next, for any fixed value xi−1 for Xi−1, the random variable Xi is a uniform random subset of
xi−1 of size ni. Let X (xi−1) be the set of all ni-subsets of xi−1. Then, by Baranyai’s theorem, we
can partition X (xi−1) into |X (xi−1)| nini−1 subsets X1(xi−1),X2(xi−1), . . . each of size
ni−1
ni
so that
∪x∈Xj(xi−1)x = xi−1, for every j. With some more rewriting, we obtain:
E
xi←Xi
I(Mi−1 : Y xii−1 | Xi−1 = xi−1) (2)
=
1
|X (xi−1)|
∑
xi∈X (xi−1)
I(Mi−1 : Y xii−1 | Xi−1 = xi−1)
=
1
|X (xi−1)|
∑
j∈[|X (xi−1)| nini−1 ]
∑
xi∈Xj(xi−1)
I(Mi−1 : Y xii−1 | Xi−1 = xi−1) .
Since the elements in Xj(xi−1) precisely make up xi−1, we will use the chain rule for mutual
information. Denoting the elements of Xj(xi−1) by x1, x2, . . . , we obtain∑
xℓ∈Xj(xi−1)
I(Mi−1 : Y x
ℓ
i−1 | Xi−1 = xi−1) ≤
∑
xℓ∈Xj(xi−1)
I(Mi−1 : Y x
ℓ
i−1 | x1, . . . , xℓ−1, Xi−1 = xi−1)
= I(Mi−1 : Yi−1 | Xi−1 = xi−1) . (3)
Then, from Inequalities 3, 2, and 1 we obtain
I(Mi−1 : Y Xii−1 | Xi) ≤
|X (xi−1)| nini−1
|X (xi−1)| · I(Mi−1 : Yi−1 | Xi−1) ≤
ni
ni−1
H(Mi−1) ≤ ni
ni−1
|Mi−1| ,
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which completes the informal proof of Lemma 4.5.
Last, it remains to argue that a streaming algorithm for Neighborhood Detection can be used
for solving Bit-Vector-Learning. Indeed, based on their inputs for Bit-Vector-Learning(p, n, k), the p
parties construct a bipartite graph G = (A, ∪˙i∈[p]Bi, ∪˙i∈[p]Ei), where A = [n] and |Bi| = 2k, for
every i. Party i adds edges Ei between the A-vertices and the set Bi. This is done as follows: For
each j ∈ Xi, vertex aj is connected to k of the 2k vertices in Bi. The 2k vertices in Bi are regarded
as k 2-tuples of vertices, where each tuple corresponds to one position in the bit strings Yi. Then,
depending on the value of the bit Y ji [ℓ], for every 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ k, aj is either connected to the first or
the second vertex of the ℓth tuple. Observe that ∆ = kp in this construction.
See Figure 2 for an illustration of the example given in Figure 1.
Alice
B1
a1 a2 a3 a4
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
Bob
B2
a1 a2 a3 a4
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
Charlie
B3
a1 a2 a3 a4
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
Figure 2: In the example instance given in Figure 1, Alice holds Y 11 = 10010, Y
2
1 = 01000, Y
3
1 =
01011, and Y 41 = 01111. For each string Y
j
1 , Alice connects vertex aj to 5 vertices, each indicating
one bit of the respective bit string. For example, when reading the labels of the B-vertices connected
to a4 from left-to-right, we obtain the bit sequence 01111 which equals Y
4
1 .
The parties then simulate any p1.01 -approximation streaming algorithm A for Neighborhood
Detection with parameter d = ∆ = kp as follows: The first party runs A on edges E1 and sends
the resulting memory state to the second party, who then continues the algorithm on E2. This
process continues until party p completes the algorithm and thus computes a neighborhood of size
at least 1.01d/p = 1.01k. Since each edge of this neighborhood allows us to identify one position in
the respective bit string, we obtain a solution to Bit-Vector-Learning. This yields our lower bound
result:
Theorem 4.8. (restated) Let A be a c-approximation streaming algorithm for Neighborhood
Detection with error probability at most 0.005 with c = p1.01 , for some integer p ≥ 2. Then A uses
space at least:
Ω(
dn
1
p−1
c2
) .
2.3 Insertion-deletion Streams
2.3.1 One-pass Streaming Algorithm
The approach taken for insertion-only streams cannot be applied to insertion-deletion streams
since vertex degrees may decrease over the course of the algorithm. Essentially all known insertion-
deletion streaming algorithms are solely based on the computation of linear sketches, and our
algorithm is no exception. An l0-sampler in insertion-deletion streams outputs a uniform random
element from the non-zero coordinates of the vector described by the input stream, and implemen-
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tations of l0-sampling are known that require poly-logarithmic space [32]. In our setting, the input
vector is of dimension n ·m where each coordinate indicates the presence or absence of an edge.
l0-sampling allows us, for example, to sample uniformly at random from the edges of the input
graph, or, by considering the substream of edges incident to a specific vertex, to sample from the
edges incident to a specific vertex. Our algorithm combines these two strategies:
1. Vertex Sampling. Sample u.a.r. Θ(nc log n) A-vertices before processing the stream. Then,
for each sampled vertex, sample Θ(dc log n) edges (with repetition) from its incident edges using
l0-sampling. This yields at least
d
c different edges if the degree of the sampled node is at least
d
c . This strategy uses space O˜(
nd
c2
) and yields a c-approx. to Neighborhood Detection if the input
graph contains Ω(c) nodes of degree at least dc , since then one of these nodes would be sampled.
2. Edge Sampling. Sample Θ˜(nd
c2
) edges from the input stream using l0-sampling. Observe that if
the vertex sampling strategy does not succeed, then we are guaranteed that the input graph con-
tains O(c) A-vertices of degree at least dc . This implies that the input graph has O
(
c ·∆+ n · dc
)
edges. The probability that an l0-sampler returns an edge incident to a distinguished node of
degree ∆ is hence Ω( ∆
c·∆+n· d
c
), and since we run Θ˜(ndc2 ) l0-samplers, we expect
Ω
(
∆
c ·∆+ n · dc
· nd
c2
)
= Ω
(
∆n
c2∆+ dn
· d
c
)
= Ω
(
d
c
)
,
l0-samplers to return edges incident to a node of degree ∆, using the fact that c
2 ≤ n and ∆ ≥ d.
Conducting a more careful analysis, we obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 5.4. (restated) There is a one-pass c-approximation streaming for insertion-deletion
streams that uses space O˜(dn
c2
) if c ≤ √n, and space O˜(
√
nd
c ) if c >
√
n and succeeds w.h.p.
2.3.2 Lower Bound for One-pass Streaming Algorithms
Our lower bound for insertion-deletion streaming algorithms relies on proving a lower bound for a
new two-party communication problem denoted Augmented-Matrix-Row-Index, which can be seen as
an extension of the well-known Augmented Index problem to two dimensions. We use the following
notation: Let X be an n-by-m matrix. Then the ith row of X is denoted Xi. A position (i, j) is a
tuple chosen from [n]× [m]. We will index the matrix X by a set of positions S, i.e., XS , meaning
the matrix positions Xi,j, for every (i, j) ∈ S.
Problem 5. (Augmented-Matrix-Row-Index(n,m, k) - restated) In Augmented-Matrix-Row-Index,
Alice holds a binary matrix X ∈ {0, 1}n×m where every Xij is a uniform random Bernoulli variable,
for some integers n,m. Bob holds a uniform random index J ∈ [n] and for each i 6= J , Bob holds
a uniform random subset of positions Yi ⊆ {i} × [m] with |Yi| = m− k and also knows XYi . Alice
sends a message to Bob who then outputs the entire row XJ .
For ease of notation, we define YI = ⊥ and Y = Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn. An example instance of
Augmented-Matrix-Row-Index(4, 6, 2) is given in Figure 3. As our main theorem, we prove a lower
bound on the one-way communication complexity of Augmented-Matrix-Row-Index (ǫ denotes the
error probability of the protocol):
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Theorem 6.2. (restated) Let ǫ ≤ k2m . Then:
R→ǫ (Augmented-Matrix-Row-Index(n,m, k)) = Ω(nk) .
0 1 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 0




0 1 1 0
1 1 0 1
0 0
0 1 0 0




Alice BobM
Figure 3: Example Instance of Augmented-Matrix-Row-Index(4, 6, 2). Bob needs to output the
content of row 3. Bob knows 6− 2 = 4 random positions in every row except row 3.
Our goal is to bound the term I(X : M) from below, which then also bounds |M |. To this end,
first, using a Fano-type argument, since Bob’s knowledge, i.e., the variables M,J, Y,XY , allows
Bob to determine row XI , we show that I(XJ : MJYXY ) = Ω(m), which further implies that
I(XZ˜J : M | JY XY ) = Ω(k) , (4)
where Z˜J are arbitrary k positions in row J . This inequality will be used later.
Next, for i 6= J let Zi denote all positions of row i unknown to Bob, i.e., Zi = ({i} × [m]) \ Yi,
let ZJ = ⊥, and let Z = Z1, Z2, . . . , Zn. We partition the matrix X as follows:
I(X : M) = I(XYXJXZ : M) = I(XYXJ : M) + I(XZ : M | XJXY )
≥ I(XZ : M | XJXY ) .
Our goal is to show that the information about the parts unknown to Bob in each row different to
the row J is large. To this end, let L be a variable that is uniformly distributed in [n] \ I. Then:
I(XZ : M | XJXY ) =
∑
i∈[n]\J
I(XZi : M | XJXYXZ1 , . . . ,XZi−1)
≥
∑
i∈[n]\J
I(XZi : M | XJXY ) = (n− 1) · I(XZL : M | XJXY L) .
It remains to show that I(XZL : M | XJXY L) = Ω(k). This expression measures the amount of
information about k random positions in a random row L contained in M conditioned on knowing
various bits in all rows. Observe that this expression is similar to the one in Equality 4 with a
slightly different conditioning. In our full argument, we exploit this similarity to complete the
proof.
Last, we show that a c-approximation algorithm for Neighborhood Detection(n, d) with space s
yields a communication protocol for Augmented-Matrix-Row-Index(n, 2d, dc − 1) with message size
O(s · c · log n). To this end, Alice and Bob permute each row i of matrix X independently using
random permutations πi chosen from public randomness. Assuming that row J contains at least
d 1s, we show that a c-approximation algorithm for Neighborhood Detection(d, c) allows Bob to
learn a uniform random Θ(c)-fraction of the 1s in row J . By concentration bounds, repeating this
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algorithm Θ(c log n) times, Bob learns all 1s in row J , and therefore knows that the remaining
entries are 0s. To cover the case when row J contains fewer than d 1s, we run the same protocol
on the matrix where every entry is inverted. This yields the following result:
Theorem 6.4. (restated) Every c-approximation insertion-deletion streaming algorithm for Neigh-
borhood Detection(n, d) that fails with probability δ ≤ 12d requires space Ω
(
nd
c2 logn
)
)
.
3 Algorithm for Insertion-only Streams
Before presenting our algorithm for Neighborhood Detection in insertion-only streams, we discuss a
sampling subroutine that combines reservoir sampling with degree counts.
3.1 Degree-based Reservoir Sampling
The subroutine Deg-Res-Sampling(d1, d2, s) samples s nodes uniformly at random from the set
of nodes of degree at least d1, and for each of these nodes computes a neighborhood of size
min{d2,deg−d1 + 1}, where deg is the degree of the respective node. If at least one neighbor-
hood of size d2 is found then we say that the algorithm succeeds and returns a uniform random
neighborhood among the stored neighborhoods of sizes d2. Otherwise, we say that the algorithm
fails and it reports fail.
This is achieved as follows: While processing the stream of edges, the degrees of all A-vertices
are maintained. The algorithm maintains a reservoir of size s that fulfills the invariant that at any
moment it contains a uniform sample of size s of the set of nodes whose current degrees are at
least d1 (or, in case there are fewer than s such nodes, it contains all such nodes). To this end,
as soon as the degree of an A-vertex reaches d1, the vertex is introduced into the reservoir with
an appropriate probability (and another vertex is removed if the reservoir is already full), so as to
maintain a uniform sample. Once a vertex is introduced into the reservoir, incident edges to this
vertex are collected until at most d2 such edges are found.
The description of Algorithm 1 assumes that we have a function Coin(p) to our disposal that
outputs true with probability p and false with probability 1− p.
Disregarding the maintenance of the vertex degrees, the algorithm uses space O(sd2 log n) since
at most d2 neighbors for each vertex in the reservoir are stored, and we account space O(log n) for
storing an edge.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that G contains at most n1 A-nodes of degree at least d1 and at least n2
A-nodes of degree at least d1 + d2 − 1. Then, Algorithm Deg-Res-Sampling(d1, d2, s) succeeds
with probability at least
1− (1− s
n1
)n2 ≥ 1− e−
sn2
n1 .
Proof. Let D ⊆ V be the set of vertices of degree at least d1 (then |D| ≤ d1). First, suppose that
d1 ≤ s. Then the algorithm stores all nodes of degree at least d1 (including all nodes of degree
d1+d2−1) and collects its incident edges (except the first d1−1 such edges). It therefore necessarily
finds a neighborhood of size d2.
Otherwise, by well-known properties of reservoir sampling (e.g. [43]), at the end of the algorithm
the set R constitutes a uniform random sample of D of size s. The probability that no node of
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Algorithm 1 Deg-Res-Sampling(d1, d2, s)
Require: Integral degree bounds d1 and d2, reservoir size s
1: R← {} {reservoir}, S ← {} {collected edges}, x← 0 {counter for nodes of degree ≥ d1}
2: while stream not empty do
3: Let ab be next edge in stream
4: Increment degree deg(a) by one
5: if deg(a) = d1 then {candidate to be inserted into reservoir}
6: x← x+ 1
7: if |R| < s then {Reservoir not yet full}
8: R← R ∪ {a}
9: else {Reservoir full}
10: if Coin(
s
x
) then {Insert a into reservoir with probability sx}
11: Let a′ be a uniform random element in R
12: R← (R \ {a′}) ∪ {a}, delete all edges incident to a′ from S
13: if a ∈ R and degS(a) < d2 then {collect edges incident to vertices in R}
14: S ← S ∪ {ab}
15: return Random neighborhood among those of size d2 in S, if none exists return fail
degree at least d1 + d2 − 1 is sampled is at most:(n1−n2
s
)(n1
s
) = (n1 − n2)!(n1 − s)!
(n1 − n2 − s)!n1! =
(n1 − s) · (n1 − s− 1) · . . . · (n1 − s− n2 + 1)
n1 · (n1 − 1) · . . . · (n1 − n2 + 1)
≤
(
n1 − n2 − s+ 1
n1 − n2 + 1
)n2
= (1− s
n1 − n2 + 1)
n2 ≤ e−
sn2
n1−n2+1 ≤ e−
sn2
n1 ,
where the last inequality holds for n2 ≥ 1 (which is always the case).
3.2 Main Algorithm
Our main algorithm runs the subroutine presented in the previous subsection in parallel for multiple
different threshold values d1. We will prove that the existence of a node of degree d implies that at
least one of these runs will succeed with high probability.
Algorithm 2 One-pass c-approximation Streaming Algorithm for Neighborhood Detection
Require: Space s, degree bound d
s← ⌈ln(n) · n 1c ⌉
for i = 0 . . . c− 1 do in parallel
(ai, Si)← Deg-Res-Sampling(max{1, i · dc}, dc , s)
return Uniform random neighborhood (ai, Si) among those runs that succeeded
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that the input graph G = (A,B,E) contains at least one A-node of degree
at least d. For every integral c ≥ 2, Algorithm 2 finds a neighborhood of size dc with probability at
least 1− 1n and uses space
O(n log n+ n
1
c d log2 n) .
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Proof. Concerning the space bound, the algorithm needs to keep track of the degrees of all A-
vertices which requires space O(n log n) (using the assumptionm = polyn). The algorithm runs the
subroutine Algorithm 1 c times in parallel. Each of these runs requires space O(s · dc log n). Besides
the vertex degrees, we thus have an additional space requirement of O(s · d log n) = O(n 1c d log2 n)
bits, which justifies the space requirements.
Concerning correctness, let n0 be the number of A-nodes of degree at least 1, and for i ≥ 1, let
ni be the number of A-nodes of degree at least i · dc . Observe that n ≥ n0 ≥ n1 ≥ n2 ≥ · · · ≥ nc ≥ 1,
where the last inequality follows from the assumption that the input graph contains at least one
A-node of degree at least d.
We will prove that at least one of the runs succeeds with probability at least 1− 1n . For the sake
of a contradiction, assume that the error probability of every run is strictly larger than 1n . Then,
using Lemma 3.1, we obtain for every 0 ≤ i ≤ c− 1:
e
− sni+1
ni >
1
n
, which implies
ni+1 <
ln(n)ni
s
.
Since n0 ≤ n we obtain:
ni < n
(
lnn
s
)i
,
and since nc ≥ 1 we have:
1 < n
(
lnn
s
)c
which implies s < n
1
c lnn .
However, since the reservoir size in Algorithm 2 is chosen to be ⌈n 1c lnn⌉, we obtain a contradiction.
Hence, at least one run succeeds with probability 1− 1/n.
The previous result can be used to obtain a semi-streaming algorithm for Star Detection.
Corollary 3.3. There is a semi-streaming O(log n)-approximation algorithm for Star Detection
that succeeds with high probability.
Proof. Let G = (V,E) be the graph described by the input stream in an instance of Star Detection.
We use O(log1+ǫ n) guesses ∆
′ ∈ {1, 1+ǫ, (1+ǫ)2, . . . , (1+ǫ)⌈log1+ǫ n⌉} for ∆, the maximum degree in
the input graph. For each guess ∆′ we run our insertion-only algorithm for Neighborhood Detection
with threshold value d = ∆′ on the bipartite graph H = (V, V,E′), where for every edge uv in the
input stream, we include the two edges uv and vu into H.
Consider the run with the largest value for ∆′ that is not larger than ∆. Then, ∆′ ≥ ∆/(1+ ǫ).
This run detects a neighborhood of size at least ∆′/c ≥ ∆/(c(1+ǫ)) and thus a star of this size in G.
We thus obtain a (1 + ǫ)c-approximation algorithm with space O˜(log1+ǫ(n)n
1+ 1
c ). Using any fixed
constant for ǫ and c = log n, this construction yields a (1 + ǫ) log n-approximation semi-streaming
algorithm for approximating the largest star in a general graph.
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4 Lower Bound for Insertion-only Streams
In this section, we first point out that a simple Ω(n/c2) lower bound follows from the one-way
communication complexity of a multi-party version of the Set-Disjointness problem. Next, we give
some important inequalities involving entropy and mutual information that are used subsequently.
Then, we prove our main lower bound result of this section. To this end, we first define the
multi-party one-way communication problem Bit-Vector Learning and prove a lower bound on its
communication complexity. We then show that a streaming algorithm for Neighborhood Detection
yields a protocol for Bit-Vector Learning, which gives the desired lower bound.
4.1 An Ω(n/c2) Lower Bound via Multi-party Set-Disjointness
Consider the one-way multi-party version of the well-known Set-Disjointness problem:
Problem 3 (Set-Disjointnessp). Set-Disjointnessp is a p-party communication problem where every
party i holds a subset Si ⊆ U of a universe U of size n. The parties are given the promise that
either their sets are pairwise disjoint, i.e., Si ∩ Sj = ∅ for every i 6= j, or they uniquely intersect,
i.e., | ∩i Si| = 1. The goal is to determine which is the case.
It is known that every ǫ-error protocol for Set-Disjointnessp requires a total communication of
Ω(n/p) bits [12]. Since our notion of one-way multi-party communication complexity measures the
maximum length of any message sent in an optimal protocol, we obtain:
R→ǫ (Set-Disjointnessp) = Ω(n/p
2) .
We now argue that an algorithm for Neighborhood Detection can be used to solve Set-Disjointnessp.
Theorem 4.1. Every c/1.01-approximation streaming algorithm for Neighborhood Detection(n, d)
requires space Ω(n/c2), for any integral c and for any d = k · c, where k is a positive integer.
Proof. Let S1, . . . , Sp be the sets in an instance of Set-Disjointnessp. For c = p/1.01, let A be a
c-approximation streaming algorithm for Neighborhood Detection, and let d = k ·p, for some integer
k ≥ 1. The parties use A to solve Set-Disjointnessp as follows: The p-parties construct a graph
G = (U , B,E) with B = [d] and E = ∪pi=1Ei. Each party i translates Si into the set of edges
Ei where for each u ∈ Si the edges {ub : b ∈ {(i − 1)d/p + 1, . . . , id/p}} are included in Ei.
Observe that ∆ = d/p = k if all sets Si are pairwise disjoint, and ∆ = d = k · p if they uniquely
intersect. Party 1 now simulates A on their edges E1, sends the resulting memory state to party
2 who continues running A on E2. This continues until party p completes the algorithm. Since
A is a p/1.01-approximation algorithm, if the sets uniquely intersect, the output of the algorithm
is a neighborhood of size at least ⌈∆c ⌉ = ⌈1.01 · k⌉ ≥ k + 1. If the sets are disjoint, then no
neighborhood is of size larger than k. The last party can thus distinguish between the two cases
and solve Set-Disjointnessp. Since at least one message used in the protocol is of length Ω(n/p
2), A
uses space Ω(n/p2) = Ω(n/c2).
4.2 Inequalities Involving Entropy and Mutual Information
In the following, we will use various properties of entropy and mutual information. The most
important ones are listed below (let A,B,C be jointly distributed random variables):
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1. Chain Rule for Entropy: H(AB | C) = H(A | C) +H(B | AC)
2. Conditioning reduces Entropy: H(A) ≥ H(A | B) ≥ H(A | BC)
3. Chain Rule for Mutual Information: I(A : BC) = I(A : B) + I(A : C | B)
4. Data Processing Inequality:5 Suppose that C is a deterministic function of B. Then: I(A :
B) ≥ I(A : C)
5. Independent Events: Let E be an event independent of A,B,C. Then: I(A : B | C,E) =
I(A : B | C)
We will also use the following claim: (see Claim 2.3. in [4] for a proof)
Lemma 4.2. Let A,B,C,D be jointly distributed random variables so that A and D are independent
conditioned on C. Then: I(A : B | CD) ≥ I(A : B | C).
4.3 Hard Communication Problem: Bit-Vector Learning
We consider the following one-way p-party communication game:
Problem 4 (Bit-Vector Learning(p, n, k)). Let X1 = [n] and for every 2 ≤ i ≤ p, let Xi be a uniform
random subset of Xi−1 of size ni = n
1− i−1
p−1 . Furthermore, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ p and every 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
let Y ji ∈ {0, 1}k be a uniform random bit-string if j ∈ Xi, and let Y ji = ǫ (the empty string) if
j /∈ Xi. For j ∈ [n], let Zj = Y j1 ◦ Y j2 ◦ · · · ◦ Y jp be the bit string obtained by concatenation.
Party i holds Xi and Yi := Y
1
i , . . . , Y
n
i . Communication is one way from party 1 through party
p and party p needs to output an index I ∈ [n] and at least 1.01k bits from string ZI . 6
Observe that the previous definition also defines an input distribution. All subsequent entropy
and mutual information terms refer to this distribution. An example instance of Bit-Vector Learn-
ing(3, 4, 5) is given in Figure 1 in Section 2.2.2.
In the following, for a subset S ⊆ [n], we will use the notation Y Si , which refers to the strings
Y s1i , Y
s2
i , . . . , Y
s|S|
i , where S = {s1, s2, . . . , s|S|}.
Observe further that there is a protocol that requires no communication and outputs an index
I and k bits of ZI : Party p simply outputs the single element I ∈ Xp together with the bit string
Y Ip . As our main result of this section we show that every protocol that outputs at least 1.01k bits
of any string Zi (i ∈ [n]) needs to send at least one message of length Ω(kn
1
p−1
p ).
Remark: For technical reasons we will only consider values for n so that n
1
p−1 is integral. This
condition implies that ni+1 | ni for every 1 ≤ i ≤ p − 1 since nini+1 = n
1
p−1 . The reason for this
restriction is that we will apply Baranyai’s theorem [8], which is stated as Theorem 4.4 below, and
requires this property.
5Technically the data processing inequality is more general, however, the inequality stated here is sufficient for
our purposes.
6More formally, the output is an index I ∈ [n] and a set of tuples {(i1, Z˜1), (i2, Z˜2), . . . } of size at least 1.01k with
ij 6= ik for every j 6= k so that Z
I [ij ] = Z˜j , for every j.
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4.4 Lower Bound Proof for Bit-Vector Learning
Fix now an arbitrary deterministic protocol Π for Bit-Vector Learning(p, n, k) with distributional
error ǫ. Let Out = (I, Z˜I) denote the neighborhood outputted by the protocol. Furthermore, denote
by Mi the message sent from party i to party i+ 1. Throughout this section let s = maxi |Mi|.
Since the last party correctly identifies 1.01k bits of ZI , the mutual information between ZI
and all random variables known to the last party, that is, Mp−1,Xp and Yp, needs to be large. This
is proved in the next lemma:
Lemma 4.3. We have:
I(Mp−1XpYp : ZI) ≥ (1− ǫ)1.01k − 1 .
Proof. We will first bound the term I(Out : ZI) = H(ZI)−H(ZI | Out). To this end, let E be
the indicator variable of the event that the protocol errs. Then, P[E = 1] ≤ ǫ. We have:
H(E,ZI | Out) = H(ZI | Out) +H(E | Out, ZI) = H(ZI | Out) , (5)
where we used the chain rule for entropy and the fact that H(E | Out, ZI) = 0 since E is fully
determined by Out and ZI . Furthermore,
H(E,ZI | Out) = H(E | Out) +H(ZI | E,Out) ≤ 1 +H(ZI | E,Out) , (6)
using the chain rule for entropy and the bound H(E | Out) ≤ H(E) ≤ 1 (conditioning reduces
entropy). From Inequalities 5 and 6 we obtain:
H(ZI | Out) ≤ 1 +H(ZI | E,Out) . (7)
Next, we bound the term H(ZI | E,Out) as follows:
H(ZI | E,Out) = P [E = 0]H(ZI | Out,E = 0) + P [E = 1]H(ZI | Out,E = 1) . (8)
Concerning the term H(ZI | Out,E = 0), since no error occurs, Out already determines at least
1.01k bits of ZI . We thus have that H(ZI | Out,E = 0) ≤ H(ZI) − 1.01k. We bound the term
H(ZI | Out,E = 1) by H(ZI | Out,E = 1) ≤ H(ZI) (since conditioning can only decrease entropy).
The quantity H(ZI | E,Out) can thus be bounded as follows:
H(ZI | E,Out) ≤ (1− ǫ)(H(ZI)− 1.01k) + ǫH(ZI) = H(ZI)− (1− ǫ)1.01k . (9)
Next, using Inequalities 7 and 9, we thus obtain:
I(Out : ZI) = H(ZI)−H(ZI | Out) ≥ H(ZI)− 1−H(ZI | E,Out)
≥ H(ZI)− 1− (H(ZI)− (1− ǫ)1.01k) = (1− ǫ)1.01k − 1 .
Last, observe that Out is a function of Mp−1,Xp, and Yp. The result then follows from the data
processing inequality.
Next, since the set Xi is a uniform random subset of Xi−1, we will argue in Lemma 4.5 that the
message Mi−1 can only contain a limited amount of information about the bits Y Xii−1. This will be
stated as a suitable conditional mutual information expression that will be used later. The proof of
Lemma 4.5 relies on Baranyai’s theorem [8], which in its original form states that every complete
regular hypergraph is 1-factorizable, i.e., the set of hyperedges can be partitioned into 1-factors.
We restate this theorem as Theorem 4.4 in a form that is more suitable for our purposes.
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Theorem 4.4 (Baranyai’s theorem [8] - rephrased). Let k, n be integers so that k | n. Let S ⊆ 2[n]
be the set consisting of all subsets of [n] of cardinality k. Then there exists a partition of S into
|S| kn subsets S1, S2, . . . , S|S| k
n
such that:
1. |Si| = nk , for every i,
2. Si ∩ Sj = ∅, for every i 6= j, and
3.
⋃
x∈Si x = [n], for every i.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that ni | ni+1. Then the following inequality holds:
I(Mi−1 : Y Xii−1 | Xi) ≤
ni
ni−1
|Mi−1| .
Proof. First, using Lemma 4.2, we obtain I(Mi−1 : Y Xii−1 | Xi) ≤ I(Mi−1 : Y Xii−1 | XiXi−1) (observe
that Y Xii−1 and Xi−1 are independent conditioned on Xi). Then, using the definition of conditional
mutual information, we rewrite as follows:
I(Mi−1 : Y Xii−1 | XiXi−1) = E
xi−1←Xi−1
E
xi←Xi
I(Mi−1 : Y Xii−1 | Xi = xi,Xi−1 = xi−1)
= E
xi−1←Xi−1
E
xi←Xi
I(Mi−1 : Y xii−1 | Xi−1 = xi−1) . (10)
Let X (xi−1) be the set of all subsets of xi−1 of size ni. Observe that the distribution of Xi is uniform
among the elements X (xi−1). Next, since ni | ni+1, by Baranyai’s theorem [8] (see Theorem 4.4),
the set X (xi−1) can be partitioned into |X (xi−1)| nini−1 subsets X1(xi−1),X2(xi−1), . . . such that
∪x∈Xi(xi−1)x = xi−1. Denote the elements of set Xj(xi−1) by x1j , x2j , . . . , x
ni−1
ni
j . We thus have:
E
xi←Xi
I(Mi−1 : Y xii−1 | Xi−1 = xi−1) (11)
=
1
|X (xi−1)|
∑
xi∈X (xi−1)
I(Mi−1 : Y xii−1 | Xi−1 = xi−1)
=
1
|X (xi−1)|
∑
j∈[|X (xi−1)| nini−1 ]
∑
ℓ∈[ni−1
ni
]
I(Mi−1 : Y
xℓj
i−1 | Xi−1 = xi−1)
≤ 1|X (xi−1)|
∑
j∈[|X (xi−1)| nini−1 ]
∑
ℓ∈[ni−1
ni
]
I(Mi−1 : Y
xℓj
i−1 | Y
x1j
i−1 . . . Y
xℓ−1j
i−1 ,Xi−1 = xi−1)
=
1
|X (xi−1)|
∑
j∈[|X (xi−1)| nini−1 ]
I(Mi−1 : Yi−1 | Xi−1 = xi−1)
=
ni
ni−1
I(Mi−1 : Yi−1 | Xi−1 = xi−1) ,
where we used Lemma 4.2 to obtain the first inequality and the chain rule for mutual information
for the subsequent equality. Combining Inequalities 10 and 11, we obtain:
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I(Mi−1 : Y Xii−1 | XiXi−1) ≤ E
xi−1←Xi−1
ni
ni−1
I(Mi−1 : Yi−1 | Xi−1 = xi−1)
=
ni
ni−1
I(Mi−1 : Yi−1 | Xi−1) ≤ ni
ni−1
H(Mi−1) ≤ ni
ni−1
|Mi−1| .
The next lemma shows that the last party’s knowledge about the crucial bits Y X21 , Y
X3
2 , . . . , Y
Xp
p−1
is limited.
Lemma 4.6. The following inequality holds: (recall that s = maxi |Mi|)
I(Mp−1XpYp : Y X21 Y
X3
2 . . . Y
Xp
p−1) ≤
s(p− 1)
n
1
p−1
.
Proof. Let 3 ≤ i ≤ p be an integer. Then:
I(Mi−1XiYi : Y X21 . . . Y
Xi
i−1) = I(XiYi : Y
X2
1 . . . Y
Xi
i−1) + I(Mi−1 : Y
X2
1 . . . Y
Xi
i−1 | XiYi)
= 0 + I(Mi−1 : Y X21 . . . Y
Xi
i−1 | Xi) , (12)
where we first applied the chain rule, then used that the respective random variables are indepen-
dent, and finally eliminated the conditioning on Yi, which can be done since all other variables
are independent with Yi (see Rule 5 in Section 4.2). Next, we apply the chain rule again, invoke
Lemma 4.5, and remove variables from the conditioning as they are independent with all other
variables:
I(Mi−1 : Y X21 . . . Y
Xi
i−1 | Xi) = I(Mi−1 : Y Xii−1 | Xi) + I(Mi−1 : Y X21 . . . Y Xi−1i−2 | XiY Xii−1)
≤ |Mi−1| np
np−1
+ I(Mi−1 : Y X21 . . . Y
Xi−1
i−2 | Y Xii−1) .
Next, we bound the term I(Mi−1 : Y X21 . . . Y
Xi−1
i−2 | Y Xii−1) by using the data processing inequality,
the chain rule, and remove an independent variable from the conditioning:
I(Mi−1 : Y X21 . . . Y
Xi−1
i−2 | Y Xii−1) ≤ I(Mi−2Xi−1Yi−1 : Y X21 . . . Y Xi−1i−2 | Y Xii−1)
= I(Xi−1Yi−1 : Y X21 . . . Y
Xi−1
i−2 | Y Xii−1)
+ I(Mi−2 : Y X21 . . . Y
Xi−1
i−2 | Xi−1Yi−1Y Xii−1)
= 0 + I(Mi−2 : Y X21 . . . Y
Xi−1
i−2 | Xi−1) .
We have thus shown:
I(Mi−1 : Y X21 . . . Y
Xi
i−1 | Xi) ≤ |Mi−1|
ni
ni−1
+ I(Mi−2 : Y X21 . . . Y
Xi−1
i−2 | Xi−1) . (13)
Using a slightly simpler version of the same reasoning, we can show that:
I(M1 : Y
X2
1 | X2) ≤ |M1|
n2
n1
. (14)
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Using Equality 12 and Inequalities 13 and 14, we obtain:
I(Mp−1 : Y X21 . . . Y
Xp
p−1XpYp) ≤ s
(
np
np−1
+
np−1
np−2
+ · · ·+ n2
n1
)
=
(p − 1)s
n
1
p−1
.
Finally we are ready to proof the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.7. For every ǫ < 0.005, the randomized one-way communication complexity of Bit-
Vector Learning(p, n, k) is bounded as follows:
R→ǫ (Bit-Vector Learning(p, n, k)) ≥
(0.005k − 1)n 1p−1
p− 1 = Ω(
kn
1
p−1
p
) .
Proof. Let q be the largest integer i such that Y Ii 6= ǫ. Recall that by Lemma 4.3 we have
I(Mp−1XpYp : ZI) ≥ (1− ǫ)1.01k − 1. However, we also obtain:
I(Mp−1XpYp : ZI) = I(Mp−1XpYp : Y I1 Y
I
2 . . . Y
I
q )
= I(Mp−1XpYp : Y I1 Y
I
2 . . . Y
I
q−1) + I(Mp−1XpYp : Y
I
q | Y I1 Y I2 . . . Y Iq−1)
≤ I(Mp−1XpYp : Y I1 Y I2 . . . Y Iq−1) +H(Y Iq )
≤ I(Mp−1XpYp : Y X21 Y X32 . . . Y Xpp−1) + k ≤
(p − 1)s
n
1
p−1
+ k ,
where we first applied the chain rule for mutual information, then observed that the variables
Y I1 Y
I
2 . . . Y
I
q−1 are contained in the variables Y
X2
1 Y
X3
2 . . . Y
Xp
p−1, and then invoked Lemma 4.6. This
is thus only possible if:
(1− ǫ)1.01k − 1 ≤ (p− 1)s
n
1
p−1
+ k ,
which, using ǫ < 0.005, implies
(0.005k − 1)n 1p−1
p− 1 ≤ s .
Since we considered an arbitrary protocol Π, the result follows.
4.5 Reduction: Neighborhood Detection to Bit-Vector Learning
In this subsection, we show that a streaming algorithm for Neighborhood Detection implies a com-
munication protocol for Bit-Vector Learning. The lower bound on the communication complexity
of Bit-Vector Learning thus yields a lower bound on the space requirements of any algorithm for
Neighborhood Detection.
Theorem 4.8. Let A be a c-approximation streaming algorithm for Neighborhood Detection with
error probability at most 0.005 and c = p1.01 , for some integer p ≥ 2. Then A uses space at least:
Ω(
dn
1
p−1
c2
) .
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Proof. Given their inputs for Bit-Vector Learning(p, n, k), the p parties construct a graph
G = ([n], [2kp],∪pi=1Ei)
so that party i holds edges Ei. The edges of party i ∈ [p] are as follows:
Ei = {(ℓ, 2k · (i− 1) + 2 · (j − 1) + Y ℓi [j] + 1) : ℓ ∈ Xi and j ∈ [k]} .
Observe that ∆ = kp (the vertex in Xp has such a degree).
Let A be a c-approximation streaming algorithm for Neighborhood Detection(n, d) with c = p1.01
and d = ∆ = kp. Party 1 simulates algorithm A on their edges E1 and sends the resulting memory
state to party 2. This continues until party p completes algorithm and outputs a neighborhood
(I, S). We observe that every neighbor s ∈ S of vertex I allows us to determine one bit of string
ZI . Since the approximation factor of A is p1.01 , we have |S| ≥ 1.01·∆p = 1.01k. We can thus predict
1.01k bits of string ZI . By Theorem 4.7, every such protocol requires a message of length
Ω(
kn
1
p−1
p
) = Ω(
dn
1
p−1
c2
) ,
which implies the same space lower bound for A.
5 Upper Bound for Insertion-deletion Streams
In this section, we discuss our streaming algorithm for Neighborhood Detection for insertion-deletion
streams.
Our algorithm is based on the combination of two sampling strategies which both rely on the
very common l0-sampling technique: An l0-sampler in insertion-deletion streams outputs a uniform
random element from the non-zero coordinates of the vector described by the input stream. In our
setting, the input vector is of dimension n·m where each coordinate indicates the presence or absence
of an edge. Jowhari et al. showed that there is an l0-sampler that uses space O(log
2(dim) log 1δ ),
where dim is the dimension of the input vector, and succeeds with probability 1− δ [32].
In the following, we will run O˜(nd) l0-samplers. To ensure that they succeed with large
enough probability, we will run those samplers with δ = 1
n10d
which yields a space requirement
of O(log2(nm) · log(nd)) for each sampler.
l0-sampling allows us to, for example, sample uniformly at random from all edges of the input
graph or from all edges incident to a specific vertex.
Our algorithm is as follows:
1. Let x = max{nc ,
√
n}
2. Vertex Sampling: Before processing the stream, sample a uniform random subset
A′ ⊆ A of size 10x lnn. For each sampled vertex a, run 10dc lnn l0-samplers on the set
of edges incident to a. This strategy requires space O˜(xdc ).
3. Edge Sampling: Run 10ndc
(
1
x +
1
c
)
ln(nm) l0-samplers on the stream, each producing
a uniform random edge. This strategy requires space O˜
(
nd
c
(
1
x +
1
c
))
.
4. Output any neighborhood of size at least dc among the stored edges if there is one,
otherwise report fail
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Algorithm 3: One-pass streaming algorithm for insertion-deletion streams
The analysis of our algorithm relies on the following lemma, whose proof uses standard concen-
tration bounds and is deferred to the appendix.
Lemma 5.1. Let y, k, n be integers with y ≤ k ≤ n. Let U be a universe of size n and let X ⊆ U
be a subset of size k. Further, let Y be the subset of U obtained by sampling C ln(n)nyk times from
U uniformly at random (with repetition), for some C ≥ 4. Then, |Y ∩ X| ≥ y with probability
1− 1
nC−3
.
We will first show that if the input graph contains enough vertices of degree at least dc , then
the vertex sampling strategy succeeds.
Lemma 5.2. The vertex sampling strategy succeeds with high probability if there are at least nx
vertices of degree at least dc .
Proof. First, we show that A′ contains a vertex of degree at least dc with high probability. Indeed,
the probability that no node of degree at least dc is contained in the sample A
′ is at most:( n−n
x
10x lnn
)
( n
10x lnn
) = (n− nx)! · (n− 10x ln n)!
n! · (n− nx − 10x ln n)!
≤
(
n− 10x ln n
n
)n
x
≤ exp
(
−10x lnn
n
· n
x
)
= n−10 .
Next, suppose that there is a node a ∈ A′ with deg(a) ≥ dc . Then, by Lemma 5.1 sampling 10· dc log n
times uniformly at random from the set of edges incident to a results in at least dc different edges
with probability at least 1− n−7.
Next, we will show that if the vertex sampling strategy fails, then the edge sampling strategy
succeeds.
Lemma 5.3. The edge sampling strategy succeeds with high probability if there are at most nx
vertices of degree at least dc .
Proof. Let ∆ be the largest degree of an A-vertex. Since there are at most nx A-vertices of degree
at least dc , the input graph has at most |E| ≤ nx ·∆+ n · dc edges. Fix now a node a of degree ∆.
Then, by Lemma 5.1, we will sample dc edges incident to a with high probability, if we sample
10 · |E|
d
c
∆
ln(|E|) ≤ 10 ·
(
nd
xc
+
nd2
c2∆
)
ln(|E|) ≤ 10 · nd
c
(
1
x
+
1
c
)
ln(n ·m) ,
which matches the number of samples we take in our algorithm.
We obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 5.4. Algorithm 3 is a one-pass c-approximation streaming for insertion-deletion streams
that uses space O˜(dn
c2
) if c ≤ √n, and space O˜(
√
nd
c ) if c >
√
n, and succeeds with high probability.
Proof. Correctness of the algorithm follows from Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3. Concerning the space re-
quirements, the algorithm uses space O˜(xdc )+O˜(
nd
c (
1
x +
1
c )), which simplifies to the bounds claimed
in the statement of the theorem by choosing x = max{nc ,
√
n}.
Using the same technique as in the proof of Corollary 3.3, we obtain:
Corollary 5.5. There is a O(
√
n)-approximation semi-streaming algorithm for insertion-deletion
streams for Star Detection that succeeds with high probability.
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6 Lower Bound for Insertion-deletion Streams
We will give now our lower bound for Neighborhood Detection in insertion-deletion streams. To
this end, we first define a two-party communication problem denoted Augmented-Matrix-Row-Index
and then lower bound its communication complexity. Finally, we argue that an insertion-deletion
streaming algorithm for Neighborhood Detection can be used to solve Augmented-Matrix-Row-Index,
which yields the desired lower bound.
6.1 The Augmented-Matrix-Row-Index Problem
Before defining the problem of interest, we require additional notation. LetM be an n-by-m matrix.
Then the ith row of M is denoted Mi. A position (i, j) is a tuple chosen from [n] × [m]. We will
index the matrix M by a set of positions S, i.e., MS , meaning the matrix positions Mi,j, for every
(i, j) ∈ S.
The problem Augmented-Matrix-Row-Index(n,m, k) is defined as follows:
Problem 5 (Augmented-Matrix-Row-Index(n,m, k)). In Augmented-Matrix-Row-Index, Alice holds
a binary matrix X ∈ {0, 1}n×m where every Xij is a uniform random Bernoulli variable, for some
integers n,m. Bob holds a uniform random index J ∈ [n] and for each i 6= J , Bob holds a uniform
random subset of positions Yi ⊆ {i} × [m] with |Yi| = m − k and also knows XYi . Alice sends a
message to Bob who then outputs the entire row XJ .
For ease of notation, we define YI = ⊥ and Y = Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn. An example instance of
Augmented-Matrix-Row-Index(4, 6, 2) is given in Figure 3.
6.2 Lower Bound Proof for Augmented-Matrix-Row-Index
We now prove a lower bound on the one-way communication complexity of Augmented-Matrix-Row-
Index(n,m, k). To this end, let Π be a deterministic communication protocol for Augmented-Matrix-
Row-Index(n,m, k) with distributional error at most ǫ > 0 and denote by M the message that Alice
sends to Bob.
First, we prove that the mutual information between row XJ and Bob’s knowledge, that is
MJYXY , is large. Since the proof of the next lemma is almost identical to Lemma 4.3 we postpone
it to the appendix:
Lemma 6.1. We have:
I(XJ : MJYXY ) ≥ (1− ǫ)m− 1 .
Next, we prove our communication lower bound for Augmented-Matrix-Row-Index:
Theorem 6.2. We have:
R→ǫ (Augmented-Matrix-Row-Index(n,m, k)) ≥ (n− 1)(k − 1− ǫm) .
Proof. Our goal is to bound the term I(X : M) from below. To this end, we partition the matrix
M as follows: Let Z be all positions that are different to row J and the positions known to Bob,
i.e., the set Y . Then:
I(X : M) = I(XYXJXZ : M) = I(XYXJ : M) + I(XZ : M | XJXY )
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≥ I(XZ : M | XJXY ) ,
where we applied the chain rule for mutual information. For i 6= J , let Zi = ({i} × [m]) \ Yi, i.e.,
the positions of row i unknown to Bob, and let ZJ = ⊥. Furthermore, let L be a random variable
that is uniformly distributed in [n] \ J . Then, using the chain rule for mutual information and the
fact that XZi and XZj are independent, for every i 6= j, we obtain:
I(XZ : M | XJXY ) =
∑
i∈[n]\J
I(XZi : M | XJXYXZ1 , . . . ,XZi−1)
≥
∑
i∈[n]\J
I(XZi : M | XJXY )
= (n− 1) · I(XZL : M | XJXY L) .
Our goal is to show that I(XZL : M | XJXY L) ≥ k, which then completes the theorem. To this
end, we will relate the previous expression to the statement in Lemma 6.1, as follows: First, let Y ′J
be m− k uniform random positions in row J . Then by independence, we obtain
I(XZL : M | XJXY L) ≥ I(XZL : M | XY ′JXY L) .
Next, denote by Y \ YL := Y1, . . . , YL−1, YL+1, . . . , Yn. Then, by using the chain rule again, we
obtain:
I(XL : M | XY ′
J
XY \YLL) = I(XYLXZL : M | XY ′JXY \YLL)
= I(XYL : M | XY ′JXY \YLL) + I(XZL : M | XY ′JXY L)
≤ H(XYL) + I(XZL : M | XY ′JXY L)
≤ (m− k) + I(XZL : M | XY ′JXY L) .
Last, it remains to argue that I(XZL : M | XY ′JXY \YLL) is equivalent to I(XZJ : M | JY XY ).
Indeed, first observe that L is chosen uniformly at random from [n] \ J , which is equivalent to a
value chosen uniformly at random from [n] since J is itself a uniform random value in [n]. Observe
further that the conditioning is also equivalent: both XY ′
J
XY \YL and XY reveal m − k uniform
random positions of each row different to row L and J , respectively. Hence, using Lemma 6.1 we
obtain:
I(XZL : M | XY ′JXY L) ≥ I(XL : M | XY ′JXY \YLL)−(m−k) = (1−ǫ)m−1−(m−k) = k−1−ǫm .
We have thus shown that I(X : M) ≥ (n − 1)(k − 1 − ǫm). The result then follows, since
I(X : M) ≤ H(M) ≤ |M |.
6.3 Reduction: Neighborhood-Detection to Augmented-Matrix-Row-Index
Lemma 6.3. Let A be a c-approximation insertion-deletion streaming algorithm for Neighborhood
Detection(n, d) with space s that fails with probability at most δ. Then there is a one-way commu-
nication protocol for Augmented-Matrix-Row-Index(n, 2d, dc − 1) with message size
O(s · c · log n)
that fails with probability at most δ + n−10.
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Proof. We will show how to solve Augmented-Matrix-Row-Index(n, 2d, dc − 1) using algorithm A.
Assume from now on that the number of 1s in row J of matrix X is at least d. We will argue later
what to do if this is not the case. Alice and Bob repeat the following protocol Θ(c log n) times in
parallel:
First, Alice and Bob use public randomness to chose n permutations πi : [2d]→ [2d] at random
and permute the elements of each row i independently using πi. Observe that this operation does
not change the number of 1s in each row. Let X ′ be the permuted matrix. Then, Alice and
Bob interpret the matrix X ′ as the adjacency matrix of a bipartite graph, where Bob’s knowledge
about X ′ is treated as edge deletions. Under the assumption that row J contains at least d 1s,
and since none of the elements of row J are deleted by Bob’s input, we have a valid instance for
Neighborhood Detection(n, d). Alice then runs A on the graph obtained from X ′ and sends the
resulting memory state to Bob. Bob then continues A on his input and outputs a neighborhood of
size at least dc . Observe that after Bob’s deletions, every row except row J contains at most
d
c − 1
1s, which implies that A reports a neighborhood rooted at A-vertex J (the vertex that corresponds
to row J). Bob thus learns at least dc positions of row J where the matrix X
′ is 1. Bob then
applies (πJ)
−1 and thus learns at least dc positions of row J of matrix X where the value is 1.
Observe that since the permutation πJ was chosen uniformly at random, the probability that a
specific position with value 1 in row J of matrix X is learnt by the algorithm is at least d/c2d =
1
2c .
Applying concentration bounds, since the protocol is repeated Θ(c · log n) times (where Θ hides a
large enough constant), we learn all 1s in row J with probability 1 − n−10 and thus have solved
Augmented-Matrix-Row-Index(n, 2d, dc − 1).
It remains to address the case when row J contains fewer than d 1s. To address this case, Alice
and Bob simultaneously run the algorithm mentioned above on the matrix obtained by inverting
every bit, which allows them to learn all positions in row J where the matrix X is 0. Finally, Bob
can easily decide in which of the two cases they are: If row J contained at most d− 1 1s then the
strategy without inverting the input would therefore report at most d − 1 1s. Bob thus knows in
which case they are.
Theorem 6.4. Every c-approximation insertion-deletion streaming algorithm for Neighborhood
Detection(n, d) that fails with probability δ ≤ 12d requires space Ω
(
nd
c2 logn
)
)
.
Proof. Let A be a streaming algorithm as in the description of this theorem. Then, by Lemma 6.3,
there is a one-way communication protocol for Augmented-Matrix-Row-Index(n, 2d, dc − 1) that suc-
ceeds with probability δ + n−10 and communicates O(s · c log n) bits. Then, by Theorem 6.2, we
have:
s · c log n = Ω
(
(n − 1)(d
c
− 2− (δ + n−10)2d
)
= Ω
(
nd
c
)
,
which yields
s = Ω
(
nd
c2 log n
)
.
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A Sampling Lemma
Lemma 5.1. Let y, k, n be integers with y ≤ k ≤ n. Let U be a universe of size n and let X ⊆ U
be a subset of size k. Further, let Y be the subset of U obtained by sampling C ln(n)nyk times from
U uniformly at random (with repetition), for some C ≥ 4. Then, |Y ∩ X| ≥ y with probability
1− 1
nC−3
.
Proof. Let ti be the expected number of samples it takes to sample an item from X that has not
been sampled previously, given that i−1 items from X have already been sampled. The probability
of sampling a new item given that i − 1 items have already been sampled is pi = k−(i−1)n , which
implies that ti =
1
pi
= nk−(i−1) . Thus, the expected number µ of samples required to sample at least
y different items is therefore:
µ :=
y∑
i=1
ti =
y∑
i=1
n
k − (i− 1) = n · (Hk −Hk−y) = n ·H ,
where Hi is the i-th Harmonic number and H = Hk −Hk−y. We consider two cases:
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Suppose first that y ≥ k2 . Then, we use the approximation n ≤ µ ≤ n ln(k). By a Chernoff
bound, the probability that more than C ln(n)nyk ≥ C2 n ln(n) samples are needed is at most
exp
(
− (
C
2 − 1)2
2 + C2 − 1
n
)
≤ exp
(
−1
2
n
)
.
Next, suppose that y < k2 . Then, we use the (crude) approximations 1 ≤ µ ≤ nyk . By a Chernoff
bound, the probability that more than C ln(n)nyk samples are needed is at most:
exp
(
− (C − 1)
2 ln(n)2
2 + (C − 1) ln n
)
≤ n−C+3 .
B Missing Proof: Insertion-deletion Stream Lower Bound
Lemma 6.1 We have:
I(XJ : MJYXY ) ≥ (1− ǫ)m− 1 .
Proof. Let Out be the output produced by the protocol for Augmented-Matrix-Row-Index. We will
first bound the term I(Out : XJ) = H(XJ ) −H(XJ | Out). To this end, let E be the indicator
random variable of the event that the protocol errs. Then, P[E = 1] ≤ ǫ. We have:
H(E,XJ | Out) = H(XJ | Out) +H(E | Out,XJ) = H(XJ | Out) , (15)
where we used the chain rule for entropy and the fact that H(E | Out,XJ) = 0 since E is fully
determined by Out and XJ . Furthermore,
H(E,XJ | Out) = H(E | Out) +H(XJ | E,Out) ≤ 1 +H(XJ | E,Out) , (16)
using the chain rule for entropy and the bound H(E | Out) ≤ H(E) ≤ 1. From Inequalities 15 and
16 we obtain:
H(XJ | Out) ≤ 1 +H(XJ | E,Out) . (17)
Next, we bound the term H(XJ | E,Out) as follows:
H(XJ | E,Out) = P [E = 0]H(XJ | Out,E = 0) + P [E = 1]H(XJ | Out,E = 1) . (18)
Concerning the term H(XJ | Out,E = 0), since no error occurs, Out determines XJ . We thus
have that H(XJ | Out,E = 0) = 0. We bound the term H(XJ | Out,E = 1) by H(XJ | Out,E =
1) ≤ H(XJ) = m (since conditioning can only decrease entropy). The quantity H(XJ | E,Out)
can thus be bounded as follows:
H(XJ | E,Out) ≤ (1− ǫ) · 0 + ǫH(XJ) = ǫH(XJ) . (19)
Next, using Inequalities 17 and 19, we thus obtain:
I(Out : XJ) = H(XJ )−H(XJ | Out) ≥ H(XJ)− 1−H(XJ | E,Out)
≥ H(XJ )− 1− ǫH(XJ) = (1− ǫ)H(XJ )− 1 = (1− ǫ)m− 1 .
Last, observe that Out is a function of M,J, Y and XY . The result then follows from the data
processing inequality.
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